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UNDER 8 BLUE
NO REPORT

UNDER 8 WHITE
NO REPORT

UNDER 8 BLACK
NO REPORT

UNDER 9 BLUE
OFFICER BLUE VS BEACONSFIELD GOLD 
Goals: N Hanegraaf 2, K Anderson 2, M Tomek 2, H Miller 1, S Cattunar 1, K Hitchings 1. 
Awards: K Gardner, M Tomek, H Miller, J Murphy, O Howard. 
Not only was round 4 great weather but an even better game was played. Nothing better than
playing our cross-town rivals Beaconsfield and showing off great skills. Our handballs each quarter
through the midfield throughout the game were amazing. All the hard work and skills learnt at
training have really paid off. From the second the captains Lucas J and Nate R lead the team to the
field the boys all did their mothers proud. Happy Mother’s day to all the amazing Mums

UNDER 9 WHITE
OFFICER WHITE VS BERWICK SPRINGS BLUE
Goals: D. Young 2, A. Adams 2, A. Pollard, C 1. Runciman 1, J.Scott 1, L. Webb 1
Awards: A. Adams, E.Gray, A.Pollard, T.Leithhead
The boys travelled away this week to take on Berwick Springs on a foggy morning. The boys came
out strong attacking the ball and passing it around which we have been working on at training.
They worked all game holding the ball up well in the middle of the ground and came away with a
good win. Well done boys onto next week.

UNDER 8's & UNDER 9's



UNDER 10 BLACK 
OFFICER BLACK VS VS PARKMORE
Goals: X Deering 3, A Luttgens 2, L Dalton 1 
Awards: R Stafford, J Coustley, X Deering, C Symons, N Rosette, L Dalton, J Kleverlaan 
On a sunny Mother’s Day morning, Officer U10 Black took on Parkmore on a slippery ground. The
rooboys showed great teamwork and spirit, even though they had to lend five players to the other
team for the third week in a row. The game was more challenging with the similar jumpers, but the
boys still played with skill and accuracy. They also cheered on four of their teammates who kicked
five goals for Parkmore. Tyler had a fantastic debut for Officer U10 Black and was warmly
welcomed by his new mates. The boys also appreciated the support of their injured teammates
from the sideline.

UNDER 10 BLUE 
OFFICER BLUE V  PAKENHAM MIXED MAROON 
Goals: S Perkins 2, T Hobson 1 
Awards: A Royakkers, J McCasker, R Farkas, T Hobson, C Telford 
With a nice early and cold start to Mother’s Day, the Roo Kids took on Pakenham in Pakenham.
With all the ball in their forward line, the Roo kids just could not seem to find the goals in the first
qtr. The run and carry, linking with each other, from last week was there again today. In the second
half, shots on goal kept coming, but this time they were goals. With a team effort that only a senior
coach would dream of. The young Roo Kids took their game to the next level showing just what
they are capable of.

UNDER 10 WHITE
NO REPORT

UNDER 10's



UNDER 11 BLUE
OFFICER BLUE  11-6-72 DEF PAKENHAM 1-0-6 
Goals: J. Leone 2, O. Main 2, H. King 2, N. Janky, A. Williamson, C. Coates, L. Persson , C. Bridges 1 
Awards: F. Kenny, C. Coates, K. Kidd, J. Leone, F. Peresso 
On a beautiful, sunny Mother’s Day morning, our U/11 Blue team arrived at our home ground,
eager to start the game. Despite a bit of a slow first half, it certainly wasn’t reflected on the
scoreboard. Our team were leading comfortably at halftime. Nevertheless, Steve (in true
coach Steve style) used the half-time break to revitalise our players and deliver a motivating pep-
talk. What a fantastic second half our players had as a result! Teamwork improved, mental focus
enhanced, accuracy increased, and the level of effort soared to 110 per cent. With a final score of
71 to 6, our Roos headed to the change rooms and sang our song with gusto. The team then
reflected on another great win, celebrated the result of their hard work, and made all the mums
super proud.

 UNDER 11 WHITE
OFFICER  WHITE 1-1-7 LOST TO BEACONSFIELD 16-10-106 
Goals: B Steur 1 Best: J Reid, O Clark, R Albrecht, C Merchant 
Awards: O Clark, Shae, Darcy, Ryder. 
Proud mothers filled the sideline watching their Officer boys play on Mother's day. It was lovely to
watch the Officer boys hug their mothers as they entered the field. The team's Captain's mother
completed the coin toss, the sun was shining and it was a lovely morning for football. The Officer
boys worked hard on the field putting all their hard work from training on display but the
Beaconsfield team proved to be too strong for the Officer boys today and won the game by 99
points. Well done to the Officer Boys for their great teamwork and their strong team spirit

UNDER 11 BLACK
OFFICER BLACK 5-3-33 LOST TO BERWICK 9-10-64 
Goals: W Beesley 1, J Worrell 1, L Marshall 1, D Hansch 1, L Blyth 1 
Best & Awards: S Curry, L Blyth, W Beesley, N Fletcher, O Quinn 
Off to face Berwick this week on a fantastic day for Mother's Day. We asked our Roo Boys for a 4
quarter effort today coming up against another good opposition from what we could see from
their previous results. A slow start from our Roo Boys, but saw us build into the game throughout
each quarter. It was a fairly open game with both sides moving the football well across the ground.
Showing some really good ball movement in the 2nd & 3rd quarters, moving the footy how we
train & resulting in some great goals, as well as building the confidence within the group. We asked
our Roo Boys to use effort all day & they did, we had all players contribute through the game. The
final score didn't do our boys justice, with Berwick kicking a few late goals. Really pleasing we had 5
individual goal kickers & some kicking their first goal for the year.

UNDER 11's



UNDER 12 BLUE
OFFICER BLUE 6-9-45 DEF BERWICK SPRINGS 2-7-19 
Goals: I Hitchings 3, L McLaren 2, W Andrews 1 
Best: A Thomas, J Dorey, Z Medwin, W Andrews, L Siriwardene 
Awards: J Dorey, A Sgarbossa, W Andrews On a beautiful sunny Mother’s Day, Officer headed to
Berwick Springs. After a delayed start due to a lack of umpires, the Kangas got off to a much better
start than they had in recent weeks. However, a fierce Berwick Springs team fought back and went
about hunting the boys, tackling hard on and off the ball. Some slick ball movement and forward
line pressure, saw the Roo boys head into the first break. up by 7 points. The second quarter saw
Officer continue to play Kanga footy, despite the continual tactics from the opposition who chose to
go for the man over the ball. It was a tough quarter of football that saw both defences hold up
strong and both only allowing the one major to be scored. At the half time break, the Roos
maintained the lead, going into halftime up by 6 points. The third quarter saw Kanga Footy come to
the forefront. This renewed intensity, lead to repeat inside 50’s, resulting in Officer’s forwards
capitalising and putting on three goals to Berwick Springs’ 1 behind. The last quarter saw rebound
footy, with both teams unable to penetrate the other team’s defences. Some great work from the
Roos backline, who continually attacked the ball whenever it was near and cleared it out, time and
time again. In what was a heavily contested game, Officer ended up defeating Berwick Springs by 26
points. A quick shoutout to Dexter for stepping up to umpire so the boys could play!

UNDER 12 WHITE
OFFICER WGITE 6-2-38 DEF BERWICK NORTH 1-1-7
Goals: S Jones 2, T Wilson, R Bastin, Mills-Smith, Jameson
Best: Hibberson, Ricciuti, Wilson, Jameson, Jones
A cold Sunday Mother’s Day morning, an away game against the Berwick North Tonados.
A very tight first quarter saw only one goal scored. The Tornado’s quickly showed that they were
here to play with some great marking and hardness at the ball.
Realising that they needed to lift, the Kangaroos boys kept the Tornado’s scoreless for the second
quarter. With some great ground work and run from Hibberson, Mills-Smith and Bastin, we were
able to add two goals to our score.
The third quarter was much the same as the first with only one goal scored by Officer but, the
Tornado’s were still pushing hard. Thanks to some tight defensive work from Smythe, Ventura and
Flanagan-Gorickic, they were unable to score.
Last quarter saw Officer add two more goals to the scoreline with some slick link-up play from
Jameson, Goodes and Laws. It’s plays like this that have put our boys in a very unfamiliar position
with four wins without a loss for the season. Let’s hope that they can keep focused and continue
their winning run.
GO ROOS

UNDER 12 GIRLS
NO REPORT

UNDER 12's

 



UNDER 12 GIRLS
OFFICER 6-4-40 DEF PAKENHAM 2-1-13 
Goals: D Butcher-Vella 4, S Honey 1, O Cattunar 1 
Awards: S Scammell, A Muxlow, I Matthey, M Glasgow, O Cattunar, D Butcher-Vella 
What beautiful weather it was today for football. Happy Mother’s Day to all the mums out there.
Officer Roo girls played at home this week against Pakenham Lions. The girls went out hard and
started the game really well by sharing the ball and talking to each other. Sienna did a fantastic job
getting the ball down to the forward and helping the girls kick goals. The girls stopped Pakenham
from scoring for the first 3 quarters of the game and being up by 5 goals. In the last quarter
Pakenham managed to get passed the back line and scored but the Roo girls kept fighting until the
end. After missing some earlier games Scarlett came out and played her best game ever for the
club. Audrey who is one of our new girls did a fabulous job today and taking a mark. Well done,
Audrey. Izabelle did a fantastic job this week by getting in there tackling and getting the ball out.
Olivia finally scored her first goal for the club after only getting behinds the last 2 seasons keep it up,
Olivia. Well done Roo girls on another win the week. Keep up the good work.

UNDER 12's

 



UNDER 13 BLUE
Officer Blue 13-7-85 DEF FRANKSTON DOLPHINS RED 4-3-27 
Goals: L Sheean 6, De Kennedy 4, M Peplow 2, R Papworth 
Awards: N Kelly, L Sheean, E Allen, J Plunkett, J Hanegraaf 
Overport Park, Frankston – Any lingering pessimism from the first three rounds evaporated faster
than the morning dew at Frankston Sunday and with it, the pressure of a winless stretch that feels
so unusual. In unseasonably warm conditions, Officer brought their own heat and in doing so,
registered their first win of the 2023 season. They didn’t have it all their own way though. In a
nervous beginning, Officer controlled field position yet could not capitalise on the scoreboard, which
froze, refusing to thaw. “It was a sloppy start,” said forward Luke. The limited opportunities
Frankston received came from quick and decisive ball movement. “It crept out the back a few times,”
said midfielder and Co-captain Max. By the time the siren had blown for halftime, Frankston had
managed to even up the goal tally at three a piece and Officer held only a slender lead. “We got
caught out of position. Just caught too high.” The tension could be felt around the ground, and
Frankston sensed an upset. Whatever momentum Frankston had vaporized quickly. In a destructive
twenty-minute span, Officer turned up the thermostat putting on ten goals to none. At one stage,
Officer kicked two answered goals from twelve possessions. Frankston did not register a possession.
There was high marking, goals from the boundary and centre clearances galore. “We attached the
ball more often,” Luke added. “Our kicking was accurate. All the things we have been working on at
training you could see were paying off”. Referencing the start of the second half, Max described it as
a good feeling. “Teamwork was good, the talk was up. Forwards were presenting. We ran rings
around them.” The 58-point win rocketed Officer up the ladder and with some of their close losses,
their percentage improved to a respectable 105%. “Next week, just keep doing everything we did
this week,” Luke added. With the monkey off the back, Officer are aware of the challenges that will
continue to face them week to week. Building off their scorching second half will be the goal but for
now, Officer are basking in a well-deserved victory. “It felt good,” Luke concluded. “Everyone was a
little faulty singing the song. We hadn’t sung it in a while!”

UNDER 13 WHITE
OFFICER WHITE 3-4-22 LOST TO CHELSEA BOYS 5-7-37 
Goals: N Faoro 2 & Z Nicholas 1 
Awards: J Fitzsimmons, K Hope, D Loizeau, A Pay, L Runciman & R Wilson 
Officer came to Chelsea to expect the unexpected and they did. Today was a special game, not only
was it Mother’s Day but for three Roo Boys; Coby, Ethan & Jimbo it was their 50th game today! Both
sides played a solid first quarter, with a point in it. Chelsea got the jump on Officer in the second
quarter and went into halftime with the lead. Chelsea was able to keep the boys goalless in the third
quarter, which Officer returned the favour for in the fourth. Unfortunately, Chelsea was just too
good for the Roo boys this time, coming away with a 15-point win. 

UNDER 13's 



UNDER 14 GIRLS
OFFICER  2-2-14 LOST TO LANGWARRIN 13-12-90 
Goals: J Meehan, A Wickman Best: A Anderson, B Canute, J Turner, A Wickman 
Awards: A Anderson, R Mortimer, R Reynolds, A Wickman We only had 14 Roo girls today but we
were all switched on from the time we walked into the club rooms to the time we ran onto the field.
The girls were given some simple instructions before going out onto the ground and with that the
message was met from the start of the game to the end. From the first ball up, you could see the
electricity running through the girls, the tackles were hot and the kicking and handballs were
precise. Although Langwarrin scored the first goal it was a quick response by our girls when we got it
forward and Amelia scored our first goal of the game. The 2nd quarter Langwarrin had the better of
us but we never gave in! Our tackling stayed fierce throughout. 3rd quarter Jasmine scored our
second goal and we kept our discipline. The last quarter we never gave in and pushed as hard as we
could! Our girls can hold their heads up and be proud of today’s efforts. 

UNDER 14 WHITE
OFFICER WHITE 6-5-42 LOST TO SEAFORD 9-10-64 
On a beautiful sunny day Officer hosted Seaford in what was a highly anticipated match-up. Right
from the first bounce Officer showed great intensity and with some great pressure and tackling
managed to take an 8-point lead into the first break. Officer continued to defend Seaford brilliantly
and managed to keep them goalless while adding 1 themselves. Officer took a 10-point lead into the
long break. This quarter saw a fired-up Seaford turn on an inspired 3rd quarter and with their
dominance in the middle managed to pile on 7 goals to Officer's 1 to completely turn the game on
its head and take a comfortable 29-point lead into the final change. In the last quarter Officer lifted
and managed a good quarter of footy to reduce the final margin to 23 points. Officer showed they
are very close to the best in division 3 and despite their ladder position, they could seriously
challenge for the top 4 this year. If they keep working hard they will be very hard to stop as the
season progresses.

UNDER 14 BLUE
NO REPORT

UNDER 14's



OFFICER U15 WHITE 
OFFICER WHITE  12-12-84 DEFEATED NARRE NORTH FOXES 06-04-40 
Goals: C.Becker, K.Boi, M.Ferguson, F.Kneen. F.Murphy, B.Pandy, J.Williams 
Awards: R.Archer, F.Kneen, L.Entwistle 
Best: K Boi, C Becker, F Kneen, L Yeates, L Entwhistle, N Williams, F Murphy, R Arche 
Playing Narre Foxes at home with fantastic weather on Mother's Day the scene was set for a terrific
game. Again, we started off slowly in the first quarter coming in from 2 – 1 =13 to 3 – 3 = 21. This is
starting to become a concerning habit within the side and something that we will have to fix.
However true to our form the last 3 weeks we then proceeded to completely take the game away
from the opposition kicking 4, 3 and 3 goals in the remaining 3 quarters of football to Foxes 1,1 and
1. What was most pleasing about today’s effort was our spread once we had the ball and our skills in
doing this. The decision-making by some players was next level and as a side we were able to
control the tempo during the game which is something that we have been working on at training
and was most rewarding in seeing this displayed in the game. Special mention to Keenan for playing
his 100th game for the side and he didn’t let us down with another polished high-quality game 

OFFICER U15 BLUE
NO REPORT

UNDER 15's



UNDER 16 BOYS
OFFICER 10-10-70 DEF CRANBOURNE 8-5-53 
Goals: T Kinder x 2, Z De Bono x 5, R Yeates, L Limbom, W Sturgeon 
Awards: Z De Bono, A De La Rue, T Rawlings, T Kinder, H Scott This week we travelled to Cranbourne
to take on a side in a similar position to us. Our first quarter was terrific, with great intensity and ball
movement. Our second was average and we let the opposition dictate the game. The third and
fourth were a real battle, and we came away with a gritty and hard-earned win, our first for the year!
Some reward for the work we have been putting in.

UNDER 1G GIRLS 
NO REPORT

UNDER 17.5 BOYS
NO REPORT

UNDER 19 GIRLS
OFFICER   8-13-61 DEFEATED NARRE SOUTH 0-1-1 
Goals: K Dalgleish, S Dickinson, B Purcell, S Davey, B Granger, A Sheppard 
Best: A Cipriani, B Granger, E Code, S Harris, B Rob, E Trimboli 
The Roo girls celebrated Mother's Day with our 3rd win in a row at home. We were a bit slow in the
1st quarter to get into gear. From the start of 2nd quarter our girls hit the reset button and were
playing positive football. During the 2nd half we flipped the forwards to the back and visa versa. It
didn't matter were the roo girls played they kept positive attacking pressure throughout the game.
Each game we are growing in a positive way into the team we need to be. Congratulations on the
win today's roo girls, it's a great start to the year. We will need as many as we can at training so we
can keep improving. See you next week for round 5. Go Roo girls 

UNDER 16'S, 17'S 19'S


